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Edutainment: A Review of Gaming as a Viable Form of Education

In order to adequately address the viability of edutainment as it pertains to our project for CASO, it
is necessary to understand exactly what edutainment is.  According to Okan, edutainment is

…a hybrid genre that relies heavily on visual material, on narrative or game-like
formats, and on more informal, less didactic styles of address.  The purpose of
edutainment is to attract and hold the attention of the learners by engaging their
emotions through a computer monitor full of vividly coloured animations.  It
involves an interactive pedagogy and…totally depends on an obsessive insistence
that learning is inevitably “fun” (p. 255).

In other words, edutainment uses games and animation interactively to get and keep the computer
user involved.  Learning is made fun.  In addition, edutainment has the capability of appealing to a
wider range of learning styles than traditional methods of teaching.  As a result, design and
presentation of the information in an electronic format needs to be based on cognitive styles and
learning styles (Shavinina 195).  This summary is divided into three sections: the positive aspects
of edutainment, the drawbacks and considerations of edutainment, and some specific points
regarding use of Macromedia Flash as an edutainment tool.

Positive Aspects

Since edutainment uses an animation or game format, many of the positive features of
computer games transfer.  These include, but are not limited to:

• Immersion
• Challenge
• Reward
• Immediacy
• Repetition
• Physical and mental engagement
• Multi-sensory stimulation

In addition, edutainment becomes powerfully absorbing by creating a feedback loop where the user
provides a response, which causes a reaction from the computer, which causes a new response, and
so on.  The loop starts with the screen and moves to your eyes to your fingers to the computer and
it keeps repeating itself for as long as the user wishes to continue.  This type of loop helps to
reinforce the concepts being presented in the game (Jayakanthan 99).

It is also important to note the interactive element. Instead of assuming a passive role in learning,
the user learns hands on.  As proposed by Ong and Mannan, “…simple quizzes can be created
whereby a user is rewarded with a dazzling animation when he/she answers correctly.  More
complex interactivity, for example, could involve a user dragging and dropping from a list…”
(216). Not only will the education portion be understood more clearly, but the user will have more
fun in the process.  It is much like the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words.  In this
case, an animation is worth even more (Ong and Mannan 216).
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Drawbacks and Considerations

When examining the possible drawbacks, one obvious difficulty is whether or not the user is
actually learning something or just playing a game.  To take this a step further, consider the
difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.  Intrinsic motivation comes from within and
involves engaging in an activity for its own sake or just for the pleasure derived from the activity.
Extrinsic motivation comes from without and may include concepts such as recognition and
rewards from grades or other feedback.  Users may experience both types of motivation
simultaneously, but more importantly, studies have shown that individuals who are intrinsically
motivated are more persistent and work harder.  A possible conclusion then is that even if a user is
playing the quiz game, if he or she is intrinsically motivated and seeking out knowledge in regard
to sexual assault, then the retention of that material should be higher (Okan 259).

Furthermore, selective attention can be an issue if flashy special effects draw attention away from
the information being communicated and cause the user to randomly click on or look at items that
are of little or nor importance.  At times, too much animation can interfere and even detract from
the material being covered.  The remedy here then, in regard to the CASO project, is to use
animation and visuals only when they serve a purpose.  Another consideration in regard to visuals
is that studies have shown that effective learning is not dependant on professional looking visuals;
rather, effective learning was shown to be dependent on how well the visuals related to the task
demands as well as the user’s prior knowledge and cognitive abilities.  What is interesting is that
these studies have shown that visuals have more of an impact on those users with low prior
knowledge and low verbal skills.  Certainly, a case can be made that visuals will work well for
many eventual users of the game since prior knowledge is not a prerequisite (Okan 260).

Macromedia Flash

In a study conducted by Ong and Mannan, both Java and Flash were used to develop courseware
for a metalworking class.  Upon conclusion, Flash was found to have several benefits when
compared to Java.  These include the following:

• Flash has interactive capabilities allowing games and quizzes to be developed
• Flash was more efficient to work with in developing animations
• Flash was more visually appealing and more likely to capture the student’s attention
• Flash files loaded quicker due to smaller files size
• Flash’s streaming capabilities meant that large files with sound, animation and bitmaps

could begin playing almost instantaneously which reduced wait time for users
• Flash was/is supported by both Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer
• The Flash plug-in is free and widely available

All of these advantages point to Flash being a good choice for developing the quiz show game for
the CASO project.  In addition, its capabilities will enable the VCT 566 groups to develop an
entertaining and educational “edutainment” tool (Ong and Mannan 216-217).

Conclusion

Although a few drawbacks were revealed regarding edutainment, there were no findings that
would indicate that our project should not incorporate the edutainment concept in the quiz show
game as long as a variety of learning styles is addressed.  In fact, many of the benefits of games,
including interactivity, repetition, and immediacy, transfer well to the quiz show concept.  In
addition, many of the users will be both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated, which should
help with transfer of the knowledge gained by participating in the game.  However, it is important
to note that the visuals and animations created in Flash should add and be relevant to the quiz and
the CASO message. Animation, for the sake of animation, could possible detract from the
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message.  Finally, using Flash appears to be a good choice based on Flash’s capabilities when
compared to other software, primarily Java.  Overall, the edutainment concept and use of Flash are
solid choices for the CASO project.
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Learning Styles and Computer Gaming

Over the years, learning styles have become an integral part of education.  In particular, examining
this generation of students who have grown up using technology, including video games and
multiple forms of media, and determining the best way to engage and maintain their attention has
become integral in many educational endeavors.  In an article by Kirk and Belovics, Marc Prensky,
CEO of games2train and author of Digital Game-Based Learning, states that this generation has
“…grown up with MTV, computers, video games, and the Internet as forms of interactive
entertainment.”  Mr. Prensky continues by describing this generation’s learning style as one that
craves interactivity.  These ideas apply to the development of the CASO Quiz Show since a large
part of the game “players” will be part of the “Games” generation (Kirk and Belovics).  This
summary is intended to provide an overview of the learning styles and how they relate to gaming.
It should be noted that more than one model for learning styles exists.  Even though each of these
models is important in its own right, this summary will focus on the model addressing visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic learning (“Learning Styles Exploration”).

Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic Learning Styles

Visual learners, who account for approximately 65% of the population, relate most effectively to
written information, notes, diagrams and pictures (“Learning Styles Exploration”).  In addition to
the items mentioned in the preceding list, other possibilities include videotapes and CD-ROMS.
Color coding used in a consistent manner is important as well (Felder and Soloman).  On the other
hand, auditory learners, approximately 30% of the population, relate most effectively to spoken
word and other types of sound.  According to the article “Learning Styles Exploration,” “They
[auditory learners] tend to listen to lectures and take notes later, recalling from memory important
information or simply recording main ideas.” Finally, kinesthetic learners, who make up only
about 5% of the population, learn most effectively through touch and movement and learn skills
through imitation and practice.  Kinesthetics will play a role since the physical interaction will be
include actively using the mouse to point and click.  However, this type of learning style may have
less of an impact on the quiz show since it can be attributed to such a small portion of the
population.

Learning Styles and Multimedia

Perhaps the research most relevant to our project is that of Smith and Woody.  In a study
conducted in 1997, 80 students took an introductory psychology course at North Georgia College
and State University.  Students enrolled in one of two sections.  One section was taught using
multimedia while the other was taught in a traditional manner and acted as a control group.  Prior
to the study, the learning styles of the students were assessed.  In general, the results were as
follows:

• Low-visual learners performed better, on average, than high-visual learners in the
traditional classroom.

• High-visual learners performed better, on average, than low-visual learners in the
multimedia classroom

The findings in this research were that while multimedia strategies did have some benefits, the
benefits were not evenly distributed among all learners since there was a random mix of learning
styles within the classrooms (Smith and Woody 223).
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Conclusion

While it is important to have a good understanding of the various learning styles, it seems unlikely
that there will be any major impact on the development of the CASO Quiz Show.  This is due
primarily to the fact that there will be no control over who accesses and plays the game.  For those
users who are visually-oriented, chances are they may retain a larger amount of the information
presented during the game.  Considerations should include the use of pictures, diagrams, written
word, and color.  For those users who are not visually-oriented, but instead are auditory learners,
there will be little to no benefit in using the multimedia features since the project will probably not
include sound.  It is important to note here however, that auditory learners will then be at a
disadvantage.  One solution is to provide audio support for the game possibly including a narration
of the written portions.  However, the viability of this option is low given the constraints of the
project.  Finally, there appears little that we can do to change the amount of hands-on interaction.
The design of the game will dictate how much pointing and clicking will be necessary to complete
the quiz.  As a result, the kinesthetic considerations will be minimal and since such a low part of
the population is affected, should probably not be a major concern.
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Color Meanings and Compatibility

To more effectively design the CASO Quiz Show, it was deemed necessary to look at colors, and
more specifically, how well different colors work together to achieve a desired effect.  In addition,
the different meanings associated with colors are examined in order to determine the overall effect
our color choices might have on the user.

Varieties of Meaning

According to Jacci Bear, a desktop publishing professional, “Color is more than a combination of
red and blue or yellow and black.  It is also non-verbal communication.  In addition, colors have
symbolism and meanings that go beyond ink.”  While designing different types of media, including
brochures, logos, and websites, the designer should remember how the eye and the mind perceive
certain colors.  Colors, at times, create a physical reaction.  For example, red has been shown to
raise blood pressure in some people.  Other times, colors may convey meaning as they are
associated with significant events.  In the U.S., for instance, white is used for weddings, while in
some Eastern cultures, white is the color for mourning and funerals.  Moreover, it has been noted
that colors may follow trends or time periods.  To many people, the color avocado is associated
with the 60s and 70s (Bear).

Furthermore, some colors have very identifiable meanings associated with them and it is helpful to
be familiar with these associations when trying to convince a customer for your color choices.
Judith Litt, a graphic design specialist, summarized the following colors as well as their
associations:

Blue

Sea/Water Peace Faith Stability Melancholy
Trust Loyalty Wisdom Tranquility Integrity

Red

Fire/Heat Love Passion Energy Revolution
Anger Power Debt Danger Warning

Green

Environment Money Growth Fertility Envy
Spring Freshness Stability Loyalty Healing

Yellow

Energy Sunshine Happiness Cheeriness Creativity

Orange

Encouragement Construction Joy Sunshine Creativity
Success Determination Energy Autumn

Purple

Royalty Power Nobility Luxury Spirituality
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Figure 1

Brown

Conservative Stable Outdoors Fall Earth
Organic

Calming Colors

Cool colors can have several effects.  On one end of the spectrum are blue and green, which are
comforting and nurturing and tend to have a calming effect.  In nature, blue and green are
associated with water and plant life respectfully.  Consider combining blues and greens for natural,
watery color palettes.  Deeper blues with a touch of red, such as purple, or a deep navy blue can
help warm up a to cool palette.  In addition, touches of orange or red can warm the palette as well.
At the other end of the spectrum are white, gray, and silver, which are cold, impersonal, and
antiseptic colors.  Keep in mind that cool colors usually appear smaller than warm colors.  In
addition, cool colors visually recede on the page so one must be careful how much of a warm color
is used.  For example, red can overpower blue even if used in equal amounts (Bear).

Exciting Colors

Do you want colors that convey excitement or strong emotion?  Then try warm colors.  According
to Bear, “Warm colors rev us up and get us going.  The warmth of red, yellow, or orange can
create excitement or even anger.”  In addition, warm colors can convey strong emotions from
simple optimism to strong violence.  Warm colors, just as cool colors, are also associated with
nature.  However, while cool colors are associated with water and plants, warm colors are most
commonly with the changing of the seasons or the eruption of a volcano.  One can tone down a
warm palette with pinks, pale yellows, and peach.  Always keep in mind that while cool colors
visually recede on the page, warm colors appear closer (Bear).

Intriguing Colors

Another category of colors are those that are considered intriguing.  Colors in this category include
a mix both warm and cool colors such as blue and red.  Bear explained, “A cool blue and a warm
red combine to create deep purples and pale lavenders.  To a lesser extent, shades of green,
especially turquoise and teal, also have both the warming and cooling effects born of warm yellow
and cool blue.”  Other colors may evoke the same warm or cool feelings as purples and greens.
These include light neutrals such as cream, pale beige, and taupe (Bear).  Bear also stated, “The
opposite or clashing color for purple is green and for green, purple.”

Neutral Colors

Black, white, silver, gray, and brown are neutral colors that “…make good backgrounds, serve to
unify diverse color palettes, and also often stand alone as the only or primary focus of a design”
(Bear).  Neutral colors can also create focus on other colors or tone down otherwise overpowering
colors.  Some neutral colors such as the browns, tans, and golds are considered warm, while others,
including white, ivory, silver, and gray are considered cool.  These neutral colors are more flexible,
however, and have a more subtle effect (Bear).

Color Combinations

In addition to understanding the meanings of different colors, it is
helpful to know the relationship of adjacent, complementary, and
clashing colors.  Below is a synopsis of those relationships.
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Adjacent/Harmonizing

Adjacent, or harmonizing colors, are colors that appear next to each other on the color wheel
(Figure 1).  These colors often work well together, but if they are too close, the colors may appear
washed out or not have enough contrast (Bear).

Complementary

Complementary colors are separated by another color on the color wheel.  As a result, these colors,
when printed side by side, can cause visual vibration.  This may make them a less than desirable
combination unless separated on the page.  In this way, complementary colors can work together
(Bear).

Clashing/Contrasting

Clashing, or contrasting colors, are directly opposite each other on the color wheel.  Despite what
the name suggests, these colors are not always a bad combination.  Used in the right way, they
provide great contrast and high visibility (Bear).

Summary

As we have seen, color can have quite an impact on any project.  Before choosing colors, it is
always necessary to consider the purpose of the project.  Gaining a person’s attention, keeping an
individual calm, and making a design element stand out all call for different color combinations.
In the end, choosing your colors carefully will lead to a better product.
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Usability

In an effort to improve the usability of the CASO Quiz Show, research was conducted on the
process used to improve the usability of end products, but how exactly is usability defined?  Dr.
Laura Leventhal, from the Computer Science department at Bowling Green State University, spoke
about usability involving the development of an effective user interface.  In addition, the Usability
Professionals' Association defines usability as "[a]n approach to product development that
incorporates direct user feedback throughout the development cycle in order to reduce costs and
create products and tools that meet user needs."  Usability basically refers to how easy it is for
users to learn a system, how efficient users are once the system is learned, and how pleasant the
system is to use.  Following are brief summaries of assessment, usability testing, feedback,
guidelines for user-centered design, and heuristic evaluation.

Assessment, Usability Testing, and Feedback

In order to have effective user interface, one first needs to support user-centered design by
conducting a user needs assessment to determine the range of services needed by the user.  For our
particular project, our users—mainly students—will need a relatively easy-to-use multimedia game
they can play to learn more about CASO.

The second part of the process is usability testing.  Technology developers normally ask five to
twelve typical users to play the game while the developers watch to observe areas of difficulty.
Goals include identifying where users are having difficulty and looking for areas of improvements.
This is a very important step as it speeds development and improves quality (Schneiderman).
Clare-Marie Karat of IBM reports, “Money spent on usability testing produces a 100 to 1 payoff in
reduced costs over a system's lifetime."  Granted, our project is not a major business venture that
would benefit at 100 to 1 ratio; however, it is important to find out if the product has areas that
users get hung up on.  Additional possible problems include misleading navigational cues, poorly
designed pathways, and pages that are so dense they take a long time to use.  The easier the game
is to use, the more often it will be used and recommended to other potential users.  Our goal to get
out the word about CASO can only improve if we have a game that works correctly.

The third part of the process is customer feedback.  This is similar to the second method of
usability testing but this is detailed information of how users access the quiz show, report
problems, and make suggestions for refinement.  This further accelerates improvements for new or
more improved versions (Schneiderman).  This information could be used by CASO if they wanted
to implement changes in the future.

Guidelines for User-Centered Design

There are guidelines for user-centered designs as well.  These include rules on using color
effectively, writing instructions with clarity, and organizing websites that are easily navigated.
Consistent designs and layouts enable the user to gain familiarity and confidence since they know
what to expect on subsequent web pages.  Additionally, predictable designs give the user a clear
model of what will happen after each section.  Menu and button labels should have a keyword
listed first (Smith).  In our project, the predictable design is the game screen with the people.  The
only change will be the level and a new set of questions.  Since the users will have worked through
a level, they will know what to expect on subsequent pages/levels.  Also important in the design is
to allow users to use your product on any computer regardless of how old the machine is or how
fast the network connection is.  If possible, novices should be able to use your project and feel
competent.  This is supposedly one of the biggest challenges of design (Smith).



Furthermore, effective interfaces give the user a sense of control with options.  Designers need to
inform users if they are entering a high bandwidth area and give them tools they need to proceed.
You cannot assume that all users have the software to run each program you use.  It is important to
provide controls to adjust volume, run play and stop, and manage information about the download
status.  Also, do not trap your user by always allowing them the opportunity to exit.  Users learn
quickly and gain a fast sense of mastery when they feel in charge (Smith).

Heuristic Evaluation

One of the most popular inspection-based methods for evaluating usability is Heuristic Evaluation
(HE) as described originally by Nielsen and Molich and later refined by Jakob Nielsen.  Many
usability evaluators have found that Nielsen’s list does not always meet their specific needs and
they frequently require alternative guidelines or some re-interpretation of Nielsen’s original
descriptions in order for each item to make sense.  Jakob Nielsen's 10 Usability Heuristics appear
below, with a description followed by comments from Keith Instone, a web usability consultant.

The overriding theme for applying these heuristics to the Web is to use links effectively

1. Visibility of System Status
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on through appropriate
feedback within reasonable time.  Probably the two most important things that users need
to know at your site are "Where am I?" and "Where can I go next?"  Make sure each page
is branded and that you indicate which section it belongs to.  Links to other pages should be
clearly marked.  Since users could be jumping to any part of your site from somewhere
else, you need to include this status on every page.  The Site Stress Test is an evaluation
focused on this heuristic because it is so important on the Web.

2. Match between System and the Real World
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to
the user, rather than system-oriented terms.  Follow real-world conventions, making
information appear in a natural and logical order.  On the Web, you have to be aware that
users will probably be coming from diverse backgrounds so figuring out their "language"
can be a challenge.

3. User Control and Freedom
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked
"emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended
dialogue.  Also, support undo and redo.  Many of the "emergency exits" are provided by
the browser, but there is still plenty of room on your site to support user control and
freedom.  A "home" button on every page is a simple way to let users feel in control of
your site.  Be careful when forcing users into certain fonts, colors, screen widths or browser
versions and watch out for some of those "advanced technologies."  Usually user control is
not added until the technology has matured.  One example is animated GIFs. Until
browsers let users stop and restart the animations, they did more harm than good.

4. Consistency and Standards
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the
same thing.  Follow platform conventions.  Within your site, use wording in your content
and buttons consistently.  One of the most common cases of inconsistent wording deals
with links, page titles, and page headers.  Check the titles and headers for your pages
against the links that point to them.  Inconsistent wording here can confuse users who think
they ended up in the wrong spot because the destination page had a title that differed vastly
from the link that took them there.  “Platform conventions” means realizing your site is not



an island.  Users will be jumping onto (and off of) your site from others, so you need to fit
in with the rest of the Web to some degree.  Custom link colors are just one example where
it may work well for your site but since it could conflict with the rest of the Web, it may
make your site hard to use. "Standards" on the Web means following HTML and other
specifications.  Deviations from the standards will be opportunities for unusable features to
creep into your site.

5. Error Prevention
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from
occurring in the first place.  Because of the limitations of HTML forms, inputting
information on the Web is a common source of errors for users.  Full-featured, GUI-style
widgets are on their way; in the meanwhile you can use JavaScript to prevent some errors
before users submit, but you still have to double-check after submission.

6. Recognition Rather than Recall
Make objects, actions, and options visible.  The user should not have to remember
information from one part of the dialogue to another.  Instructions for use of the system
should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.  For the Web, this heuristic is
closely related to system status.  If users can recognize where they are by looking at the
current page, without having to recall their path from the home page, they are less likely to
get lost.
Certainly the most invisible objects created on the Web are server-side image maps.
Client-side image maps are a lot better, but it still takes very well-crafted images to help
users recognize them as links.  Good labels and descriptive links are also crucial for
recognition.

7. Flexibility and Efficiency of Use
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for the
expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users.
Allow users to tailor frequent actions.  Some of the best accelerators, like bookmarks, are
provided by the browser.  Make pages at your site easy to bookmark.  If a user is only
interested in one corner of your site, make it easy for him to get there.  Better that than have
him or her get frustrated trying to get from your home page to what he is looking for.  Do
not use frames in a way that prevent users from bookmarking effectively.  Support
bookmarking by not generating temporary URLs that have a short lifespan.  If every week
you come out with a new feature article for your site, make sure your URL lives on, even
after the content is taken down.  Web Review uses long-term locations by putting date
information into the URLs.  Or, you could reuse your URLs for the newer content.
Consider using GET instead of POST on your forms.  GET attaches the parameters to the
URL, so users can bookmark the results of a search.  When they come back, they get their
query re-evaluated without having to type anything in again.  All of these rules for "design
to be bookmarked" also help you design to be linked to.  If the contents of your site can
easily be linked to, others can create specialized views of your site for specific users and
tasks.  Amazon.com's associates program is just one example of the value of being easy to
link to.

8. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed.  Every extra
unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and
diminishes their relative visibility.  Extraneous information on a page is a distraction and a
slow-down.  Make rarely needed information accessible via a link so that the details are
there when needed but do not interfere much with the more relevant content.  The best way
to help make sure you are not providing too much (or too little) information at once is to
use progressive levels of detail.  Put the more general information higher up in your



hierarchy and let users drill down deeper if they want the details.  Likewise, make sure
there is a way to go "up" to get the bigger picture, in case users jump into the middle of
your site.  Make sure your content is written for the Web and not just a repackaged
brochure.  Break information into chunks and use links to connect the relevant chunks so
that you can support different uses of your content.

9. Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution.  Errors will happen, despite all your efforts
to prevent them.  Every error message should offer a solution (or a link to a solution) on the
error page.  For example, if a user's search yields no hits, do not just tell him to broaden his
search.  Provide him with a link that will broaden his search for him.

10. Help and Documentation
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be
necessary to provide help and documentation.  Any such information should be easy to
search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.
Some of the more basic sites will not need much documentation, if any.  But as soon as you
try any complicated tasks, you will need some help for those tasks.  For the Web, the key is
to not just slap up some help pages, but to integrate the documentation into your site.
There should be links from your main sections into specific help and vice versa.  Help
could even be fully integrated into each page so that users never feel like assistance is too
far away.

Conclusion

I believe that following the usability heuristics can enhance usability.  After all, these ten heuristics
all help with making the project have an effective user interface which ultimately is our goal.  We
owe CASO a product that is as affective as possible.  We can achieve goal this by practicing the
usability guidelines provided.
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